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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
"Ifa. poll were taken of professional economists and statisticians,
in all probability they would designate (and by a wide majority)
the failure of the price indexes to take full account of quality changes
as the most important defect in these indexes."
2Inspite of its
potential importance, there is almost no published empirical work
devoted explicitly to this problem. The only available book that
deals with problems raised by changes in quality essentially
defeatist conclusions.3
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate a relatively old,
simple, and straightforward method of adjusting for quality change
and find out whether (a) this method is feasible and operational, and
(b) whether the results are promising and different enough to warrant
the extra investment.It is standard practice in the price index
industry to adjust for those quality changes to which a price can be
attached. The appearance of automatic transmissions on the market
at $200 extra will not raise the price of automobiles in the conven-
tional indexes (except those of the USDA) even though eventually
almost all cars are sold with it and the base price incorporates it as
"standard equipment."However, only a few of the observed quality
changes come in discrete lumps with an attached price tag.Most
of the changes are gradual and are not priced separately.Never-
theless, many dimensions of quality change can be quantified (e.g.,
horsepower, weight, or length for automobiles); a variety of models
with different specifications can be observed being sold at different
prices at the same time; using multiple regression techniques on these
data one can derive implicit prices per unit of the chosen additional
dimension of the commodity; and armed with these "prices" one can
proceed to adjust the observed price per "average item" for the
changes that have occurred in its specification.There are many tech-
nical problems to be solved, 'but the main idea is quite simple: Derive
implicit specificaton prices from cross-sectional data on the price of
various "models" of item and use these in pricing the
time series change in specifications of the chosen (average or repre-
1ThIspaper Is an outgrowth of my concern about the quality of the available capital
measures and their use In productivity studies.It Is a part of a larger study of technical
change that Is being supported by a National Science Foundation grant.'I am Indebted to
Irma Adelman, George Stigler, and Lester Teiser for valuable comments.
'Report of the Price Statistics Review Committee, Ill. 3.
P Erland von Hofsten, Price Indexes and Quality Ohangea, Stockholm, 1952.
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sentative) item.4Alternatively, one can interpret the procedure as
answering the question of whattheprice of a new combination of
specifications (or qualities) of a particular commodity woul ci. have
been in some base period in which that particular combination was
not available, by interpolating or extrapolating the apparent rela-
tionship of price to these specifications for.moclels or varieties of the
"commodity" that were available in that period.This latter inter-
pretation avoids some of the more metaphysical problems involved
in the notion of "quality" and "quality change."
In this paper I invest%ate the relationship of automobile prices in
the U.S. to the various dimensions of an "automobile" in 1937, 1950,
and 1954 through 1960. A limited number of specifications or dime-it-
sbus explain a very large fraction of the variance of car prices (as
among different models) in any one of these years.Due to the high
intercorrelation between some of these dimensions, there is some in-
stability in the estimated "implicit prices" (the coefficients) of the
dimensions.Also, there appears to have been a very substantial secu-
lar decline in the "price" of some of these dimensions (e.g., horse-
power).Thus, estimates of the actual price change (after the quality
change adjustments are made) differ markedly depending on whether
they are based on beginning or end period weights.If we value the
quality changes at their 1950 "implicit prices," we find that all the
apparent increase in car prices between 1950 and 1960 can be ex-
plained by quality improvements, the hedonic price index actually
falling during 1950—1960.Valued at 1960 implicit quality prices,
these same quality changes account for a little over half of the ap-
parent price increase over this period.Over the whole period since
1937, the CPI may be overestimating the rise in automobile prices by
at least a third.Since the OPT is a Laspeyres index, the appropriate
quality adjustment should also be based on "base" (beginning) period
weights.If this is done, about three-fourths of the rise in auto-
mobile prices in the CPI since 1937. could be attributed to quality
improvements.
Some limitations of this type of approach are explored in the last
part of the paper and, in light of these, it is not yet recommended that
such adjustments should be made routinely as part of the price index
computations.Continuous studies of this sort, however, covering a
wide range of commodities, would be of great value.They could
provide us with estimates of the order of magnitude of the possible
upward drift in the official price indexes due to their inability to cope
adequately with t.he ever-present quality change problem.Moreover,
they would spot for the price data collecting agencies what appear
to be the more relevant dimensions or specifications of a commodity,
providing them with a better basis for judging which specifications
should be controlled .in the pricing process.
2. ThEORETICAL
Itis impossible to deal here with all the index number problems
raised. by the changing quality of commodities.6Since we are in-
As far as I know, this was first suggested by A. T. Court in his
"Hedonic Indexes Wttii Automotive Examples", in The Dyna.nic2 of
Amore recent exposition Is given by R. Stone in Quantityatui
Price in Xationai Account8, OEEC, Paris. 1956, cli. TV..
The reader Is referred to the literature on this problem, and in particular to Hofsten
and to Stone, op. cit.; see also Irma Adelinan, "On an of Quality Change," paper
glveii at the August 1960 meeting of the American Statistical Association, Stanford,
California, which preseuts an approach very similar to the one outlined here.GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 175
terested in the effect of quality change on measured prices and price
indexes, our first job is to find what relationship, if any, there is be-
tween the price of a particular commodity and its "quality."
Most commodities, particularly consumer and producer durables,
are sold in many varieties or models.Thus at any one time we can
observe a population of i is the index of varietal
designation (e.g., No. 2 corn, or a Chevrolet Impala four-door hardtop
with a V-S engine) and t stands for the time period of observation.
The reason why these different varieties or models sell at different
prices must be clue to some differences in their properties, dimensions,
or other "qualities," real or imaginary. Thus we can writeas a
function of a set of "qualities" I, and some additional small, and
hopefully random, factors measured by the disturbance u.
Uit)• (1)
These qualities do not necessarily have to be numerical.Given a
sufficient number of observations, we can use variables which take
the value one if the item possesses the particular quality and zero
if it does not and derive the average contribution of this "quality" to
the price of the item. Nor do they have to be desired for their own
sake.It will suffice if they are well correlated with some more basic
dimension which may be more difficult to measure.For example,
for many commodities, and at least over some range, "size" or "ca-
pacity" are very important qualities.They are, however, quite elu-
sive and difficult to measure. On the other hand, they can often be
approximated quite well by variables such as volume, weight, or
length, even though none of these "proxy" dimensions may be desir-
able per se.
The existence and usefulness of such a function is an empirical
rather than theoretical question.6.To estimate such a function we
have to make additional assumptions about the number and kind of
relevant qualities and the form in which they affect the price of the
product. There is no a priori reason to expect price and quality to be
related in any particular fixed fashion.This again is an empirical
question.In this study, I have used the semilogarfthrnic form, re-
lating the logarithm of the price to the absolute values (pounds,
inches, etc.) of the qualities:
Log . (2)
This choice was based on an inspection of the data and the conven-
ience of this particular formulation.TOther forms, e.g., linear, or
linear in -the logarithms, may however be more appropriate in a
study of other commodities and qualities.
Assuming that the equation can be estimated with enough precision
it can be used to estimate the value of certain quality changes in the
base period.Moreover, one can use it to estimate the price of a new
bundle of qualities which may not have been available in this period,
provided that the new bundle differs only quantitatively in its "quali-
6Itcan always be made into a tautology by specifying enough factors or qualities.
'If natural logarithms are used, an "a"coefficient,will provide an estimate of the percentage Increase In price due toone unit change in the particular quality, holding the level of the other qualities constant
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ties"fromthe previously available items and does not contain some
new, previously unknown or unavailable qualities. Even if the new
item possesses some previously unknown qualities, the equation can
be used to estimate the change in price due to changes in the subset of
quantifiable qualities, and half a loaf may be better than none.
An equation of this type can be computed for each period for which
we have enough observations to do it.If the results are not the same
in different periods, and. they are unlikely to be so, we are faced with
the general index number problem of changing weights. The implicit
prices we obtain will depend on the particular period or periods
chosen as "weight" or reference periods, and Laspeyres' and Paasche's
indexes may diverge sharply.If the periods are not too far apart
and the weight pattern not too different, we can estimate the average
price change by assuming that the equation holds well enough
m both periods except for the change in the additional variabTie
Log ••• (3)
where D is a variable that is zero in the first period and one in the
second.8 The coefficient a4 provides us with an estimate of the average
percentage increase in price of these models or varieties between the
two periods, holding the change in any of the measured quality
dimensions constant.If we want to impose the same set of weights
on more than two, cross sections, this can be achieved by specifying
additional "time" or "dummy" variables, taking the value one in
their reference period and the value zero in all other periods.The
necessary number of such variables is one less than the number of
cross sections that are being estimated together.The resulting
coefficients measure the percentage change in the average price, hold-
ing qualities constant, with the average price for the earliest cross
section being the base of measurement.
Having estimated such equations, instead of adjusting the prices
or price indexes directly, we can first define an index of quality
change and use that to adjust the official indexes.Consider a par-
ticular variety of a commodity, say a Plymouth Savoy four-door
sedan with a six-cylinder engine, whose qualities may have changed
over some time period. Then the quality change measure g is defined
as
where •.
andP41 = ...) .°That is, the p's are each predicted prices
for variety i on tb.e basis of estimated equation fo, one for the combina-
tion of qualities this variety had in period C) and the other for the
combination of qualities it has in period 1.More simply g? measures
the percentage increase in price predicted by the function to Ofl the
basis of the change in the level of different qualities (the tv's) be-
tween the two periods. Of course, if we had used the estimated func-
tion for the second period, f', or a price quality function for some
other period, we would have gotten a somewhat different measure.
'was the procedure followed by Court, op. cit.
•The designation gborrowed from Hofeten, op. cit.GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 177
For a larger number of varieties, or models, these g's can be aggre-
gated into a quality change index, using the same weights that are
used their prices in the price index. To get at the
adjusted change in prices, we would "deflate" the observed
price index by the estimated quality change index.b0
observed price indexP1 1P1P1/P1 trueprice index"= . . A qualitychange index p0
Note that this "quality change" index is based only on those "quali-
ties" for which a price is being paid or exacted, and oniy to the extent
of the price differential.If these price differentials are "phony" or
"too high" or "too low" from some onmiscient point of view, the in-
dex will not take this into account.In fact, it may not take into ac-
count some aspects of "quality" which may be important, and incor-
porate other "imaginary" qualities such as brand names whose "su-
periority" over unbranded items would be denied by many 1)eople.
Thus, if we observe that garments bearing one union label sell on the
average at a 5 percent higher than comparable unlabeled items,
and that garments bearing the labels of three difFerent unions
sell for 15 percent more than comparable unlabeled items, we would
predict that if a similar garment were available with two union labels,
it would probably sell for about 10 percent more thaii the unlabeled
items. And we would use this in calóulatiiig our price index (or price
relative) for the two-label garment, even though we are morally cer-
tain (and supported in this by extensive test laboratory findings) that
there is no "real" quality difference among all these items. We would
do this since we are answering only a relatively modest question:
What would the price have been if it were available?And not:
Would consumers be "right" in paying this particular price, or for
that matter the price 0± any other item ?Onceraised, the doubt
whether the evidence of the marketplace reflects adequately, if at all,
the "true" marginal utility of different items or qualities to the con-
sumer can be turned againstanyother price or commodity.It is not
a problem peculiar to the measurement of "quality."
While it. is not necessary for our purposes, it would be nice, however,
if these quality indexes represented something "real" and not just
the mistakes and idiosyncracies of manufacturers' pricing policies.
There are two possible sources of evidence on this point.The first,
which will be explored to some extent at the end of the paper, is the
evidence of second-hand markets. Do different qualities conmiand ap-
proximately similar relative prices in the used market, a market which
couldbe considered to be more competitive. than the market for new
items?If they do, this would indicate that consumers are still will-
ing to pay these differentials even when they are not imposed by maii-
ufacturers. A second and niore stringent test, which will not be
pursued here, could have been made by investigating what happens
to the sales of varieties or brands if their prices are too high or too low
relative to. their quality content.Given an estimated price-quality
equation for a particular period, the estimated residual for a specific
10Compare this with Adelman, op. cit., where the quality change Index is defined ad-
ditively rather than inultiplicatively.Ideally the varietal prices should be deflated mdi-
vidually before they are aggregated Into an overall price index.Only for geometrically
weighted Indexes will the ratio of the two equal the "true" index exactly.178 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
model or brand could be interpreted as a measure of over or under
pricing relative to the quality content of this model.If, with the help
of these residuals, we were able to predict reasonably well the market
share experience of different models, or brands, i.e., "over priced"
items losing and "under priced" items gaining, this would provide
strong support for the correctness of our price-quality equation and its
interpretation.
3.THE SAMPLE AND THE VARIABLES
The analysis of price-quality relationships reported below is based
on data for U.S. passenger four-door sedans for the years 1937, 1950,
and 1954 through 1960. In each of these years an attempt was made
to collect price and specification data for all models and brands for
which such data were easily available.11 Since these calculations were
viewed as being exploratory, no special attempts were made to assure
completeness of coverage, nor were the model weighted
by their relative importance in the market. The number of observa-
tions in each cross section varies from a low of 50 in 1937 to a high of
103 in 1958.
The new car prices used throughout this study are factory-delivered
"suggested" (list) retail prices, at approximately the beginning of the
model year.'2Unfortunately, there are no published data on actual
transaction prices for a wide range of models.Discounts from list
prices may have varied over time, and this will make it somewhat
difficult to compare our results with the OPI, since the CPI has tried
to take discounts into account, at least since 1954. Only to the extent
that relative discounting is correlated with some of our q,uality di-
mensions will the use of list prices lead to any special bias in the
estimates of the quality coefficients. This same difficulty would not be
present if an official government agency were doing such a study.
The WPI actually collects the manufacturers' wholesale price to deal-
ers for most automobile models.Similarly, it should not prove diffi-
cult to expand the CPI samp1e, at least once a year, to include a
wider range of models.
No adjustment was made for any changes in minor equipment items
that became standard at some later point in time, such as
directional signals or electric clocks.13 Major items, such as automatic
transmissions, power steering, and, power brakes were treated by
defining independent variables that. took the value of one if the item
was "standard equipment" on a particular model and zero if it was
not.
The 1937 price and specification data for new 1937 automobile models are taken from
the Rook (National Used Car Market Report), September-October 1937.The 1950
model data are from the Red Book of iJeed Car Appraiiial (National Market Reportu,
lire.: Chicago Nov. 15, 1956.)For ]954 through 1960 the data are taken from various
issues of the Automobile Dealers Association. U8ed Car Guide,Washington.For
1955 through 1958 the data are from the February issue of the correspondIng year.For
1054 models, the figures are taken from the July 1959 Issue; for 1959 models from the Jan-
ilitry1959 issue; andfor 1900 models from the December 1959, Issue.Data on power.
brakes come from various Issues of Ward'. Automotive Reporte.
12 Factory-advertised delivered price Includes standard equipment, Federal excise tax.
and handling and preparation charges.Transportation, State, or local are
not Included.
121 The possible consequences of this omission are explored briefly In the Appendix of this
paper.GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 179
The mayor numerical "quality" variables used in this study are
horsepower (advertised brake horsepower), weight (shipping), and
length (wheelbase for 1937 and 1950, and overall from 1950 on). In
addition, "dummy" variables, i.e., variables that take the value of
one if the particular model possesses this particular "quality" and
zero if it does not, are defined for the V—S
engine or not, hardtop or not, automatic transmission as standard
equipment or not, power steering as standard equipment or not, power
brakes as standard equipment or not, and for 1960 models whether a
car is a "compact" or not.Note that some of these variables do not
measure the consequence of having a particular item of equipment as
much as they stratify and control for the type, of car on which such
equipment is "standard" (included in its base price).Thus, for ex-
ample, the variable for power steering effectively identifies most of
the luxury cars that differ from other cars in other ways besides
sheer size or the presence of power steering as standard equipment.
A variety of variables for which no convenient data are available
was not included in the calculations. Most important of these are the
various "performance" variables: gasoline mileage, han-
dling ease, durability, and styling.Scattered data already exist on
some of these qualities, and I am sure £hat it would not prove very
difficult to collect more and include such variables explicitly in a simi-
lar price-quality analysis.Variables reflecting the level of "work-
manship" associated with a particular car and variables accounting
for small design changes, such as the substitution of an alternator for
the generator were also omitted for lack of data. Nor were brand or
manufacturer differentials taken into account. In fact, as far as the
numerical qualities that are included in the analysis are concerned,
they could probably all be interpreted as different aspects of one
underlying quality "size" or "capacity."
The characteristics of the sample are summarized in Table 1.Note
the sharp increase in horsepower per car since 1950, due to a large
extent to the introduction of the V—8 engine, and the lengthening of
cars which reached its peak in 1959. The drop in the average price
and specification level of cars in 1960 is due mainly to the introduction
of the "compacts" and the decline in the number of high- and
medium-priced models on the market.
TABLE 1.—Charaoteri8tic8of theCr088 Section8 Uaed in This Study: U.S.
Passenger Four-Door Sedans—1937, 1950, 1954—1960
Averageshtp-Average length in inches
Years Number of Average Averageping weight
models (geometric)horsepowerIn pounds
price Wbeelbase Overall
1937 50 $1,183 100 3,506 122
1950 72 2,113 115 3,533 122 205.7
1954 65 2, 360 141 3, 452 205. 0
1955 55 2,281 165 3,429
1956 87 2,504 200 3,616 207.6
1957 . 95 2;785 226 3,696 208,9
1958 103 3,054 252 3,835 211.6
1959 87 3,180 251 3,907 - 213.7
1960 78 2,800 211 3,666 208.6
See footnote 11 for sources of data.180 GOVERNMENTPRICESTATISTICS
4. REGRESSION RESULTS
It is impossible to reproduce here the very large number of multiple
regressions that were computed for different years and different com-
binations of years and independent variables. Due to the very high
multicoffinearity between the three numerical "qualities" chosen for
analysis (see Table 2) there was substantial instability in the co-
efficient estimates for some of the years. Usable estimates were ob-
tained only for years in which there was some independent variation
along the three numerical quality dimensions, and for combinations
of years where the larger number of observations allowed us to deter-














































L- Length, overallexcept wheelbaseIn 1937.
log P—logarithm of list price.
Regression estimates for selected years are summarized in Table 3.
Table 4 summarizes a set of regressions utilizing two adjacent annual
cross sections each and introducing an explicit variable to estimate
the average price change holding quality change constant.It also
presents the estimated coefficients of the overall regression for 1954—
60, lumping all of the seven (1954 through 1960) cross sections to-
gether and allowing them to differ from each other in level but not in
slope.
Since our dependent variable is the logarithm of price, the result-
ing regression coefficients can be interpreted as the estimated per-
centage change in price due to a unit change in a particular "quality,"
holding the other qualities constant.Thus, for example, the results
for the 1960 cross section (column 1 in Table 3) imply that the
following was true, on the average, for the 1960 model cars and
their list prices. An increase of 10 units in horsepower, ceteris pan-
bus, would result on the average in a 1.2 increase in the price of a
car (with a standard error of 0.3 percent). An increase of 100
pounds in the weight of a car was associated with a 1.4-percent in-
crease in price. An increase of 10 inches in the length of a car,
holding the other qualities constant, was associated with a 1.5 in-
crease in the price of the car (but was not significantly different
from zero at conventional significance levels). A V—8 engine, hold-
ing horsepower, weight, etc., constant was associated with a 4-percent
lower price than a six having comparable characteristics.14 A "hard
There was very little overlap In horsepower between the sixes and the V—S's In the
sample.What the coefficient measures, actually, Is the fact that hither horsepower levels
could be achieved at a price that was about 4 percent cheaper than would be Indicated
b7theextrapolation of the price-horsepower relationship f or engine cars.For
more on this, see the textGOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 181
TABLE3.—Coefficients of Year Cross-Sectional Regressions Relating thc
































































































N0TEs.—WIlile the original computations were all done with lugaritlims to the base 10, the results In this
Table are converted to natural logarithms (to the base e) as an aid to interpretation.The resulting co-
efficients, If multiplied by a hundred, measure the percenhige impact on price of a unit change in a iar.
ticular specification or "quality," holding the other qualities constant. The numbers in pareutheses arc
the calculated standard errors of For 1950 regression (2) and 1937: length of wheelbase
rather than overall length.
H—Advertised brake horsepower in 100's.
W—Shipplng weight in thousand pounds.
L—.Overahl length, in tens of inches.
V—I If the car has a V—S engine;If it has a 6-cylinder engine.
T—i if the car Is a hardtop;If it is not.
A1 If automatic transmission is "standard" equipment (Included In the price); =0 if not.
P—lit power steering Is "standard"; =0 If not.
11 power brakes are "standard"; =0 If not.
lithe car is designated as a "compact"; •=0 if not.
top"wason the 6 lercent more expensive than other com-
parable ("soft top"?) inode1s.Holding other "qualities" constant,
tlie inclusion of an automatic transmission as "standard equipment"
was not associated with any significant price increase. presence
of power steering as "standard equipment" led to a 22-percent higher
price over comparable models.'5The cars designated as "compacts"
were selling for about 5 percent more than other cars, holding other
"quality" differences constant, but again, this premium was not sig-
nificantly different from zero.
If we look now across the rows of Tables 3 and 4, several things
are worth noting.The fit of these equations is quite good.With
the help of a few numerical and shift variables, we manage to ex-
plain. most of the time 90 or more percent of the variance of the
logarithm of car prices in a particular year or of years, even
though the range of our sample extends from Ramblers to Cadillacs.'6
The coefficient of "weight" is almost always. significantly different
from zero, at conventional levels, and its magnitude remains rela-
ThisIs more related to the "luxuriousness" of thodets than to the presence of
power steering per se.
10ThIsdoes not mean, necessarily, that we are able to predict the price of any one
particular-ear very well.The average standard error of regression for these equations Is
around S per cent.182 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
TABLE of Regre88ions of the Logarithms of Price on. Various
"Qualities": U.S. Passenger (Jars, 2Year8Taken Together, and All the '7
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D —.023 .005 .027 .027 .020 —.093 .527
Di —.044
(.015)














.022 .94.3 .915 .929 .945 .924 .904 .916
N0TE.—See notes to Table 3 for the definition of most of the variables.
D=1 In the second of two periods being estimated together; =0 In the first.The coefficient of D can
be Interpreted as the percentage change (jilt Is multiplied by 100) In the average price of cars between the
two periods, holding all the qualities constant.Thus. e.g.. for 1937-50, the estimated "true" price change
Is approximately 63 percent.
D1—.1 In 1955; =0 In other years.
D,—1 In 1956;=0 in other years.
D,—1 In1957;—Oin othor years.
Di—1In 1958;=O In other years.
Ds.-1 In 1959;=0 In other years.
D,-1 In 1960;—0 In other years.
The coefficients of these variables measure the average percentage change In price holding quality constant
as of 1954.Thus for 1960, It indicates that sInce 1954 the average price holding quality constant increased
only by about 2 percent and moreover, this Increase Is not significantly different from zero. To get
the estimated percentage between two adjacent years, one has, In this case, to take the difference
between the two coefficients.Thus, e.g., the 1954 through 1960 equation estimateS the average percentage
change In price between 1957 and 1958 as 1.5. (4.4—1.9), against a 2.7 estImate given by the equation for
1957—58 alone.
tively stable from cross section to cross section.The coefficient of
horsepower is also statistically significant in a large fraction .of cases,
but varies somewhat more in magnitude around a downward trend.
The coefficient of length is perhaps the most unstable of all the esti-
mated coefficients, being very large and significant in 1950, declining
rapidly in the middle fifties, and becoming insignificant and some-
times negative by 1958 and in subsequent years.This is partly the
result of the generally very low variability of "length" in the sample
(its coefficient of variation was only about 4 percent, on the average)
and the very marked increase in the length of the lower priced cars
since 1957.
Looking at the coefficients of the shift or "dummy" variables repre-
senting the presence or absence of certain "qualities," perhaps theGOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 183
mostinteresting result is the consistep.tly negative signattachedto
the coefficient of the V—8 versus six-cylinder engine variable.It is
true, that most of the time this coefficient is not significantly different
frotu zero, but the consistency in sign from period to period is both
surprising and instructive.While we know that a V—8 engine costs
about $100 more than a six on a "comparable" car, this is not what
is meant by "comparable" in the of our equations. What
the coefficient says is that if we hold horsepower and the other vari-
ables constant, a is cheaper by about 4 percent.Since the "com-
parable" cars are likely to differ much only in horsepower, and since
there is very little overlap in the sample between the horsepower
levels achieved by six-cylinder engines and the horsepower generated
by the V—8's, what this coefficient is really saying is that higher horse-
power levels can be achieved more. if one shifts to V—8 engines
than would be estimated by extrapolating the price-horsepower rela-
tionship for the six-cylinder engines alone:It is a measure,the
decline in the "price" per horsepower as one shifts to V—8's, even
though the total expenditure on horsepower goes up.
The coefficient of the "hard top" variable is reasonably stable over
time, indicating a premium of around 3 .to 4 percent for this type of
car.The coeflicierit of the "automatic transmission included in the
price" variable is always positive, but varies substantially from time
to time.The coefficients of the "power steering" and "power brakes
standard equipment" variables are usually very significant and rela-
tively large in SjZC.17It is quite apparent that what they measure is
not so much the presence or absence of these particular equipment
items, as the presence of mafty other "luxuriousness" attributes asso-
ciated with cars on which these items are "standard equipment."In
a sense, these shift variables take care of some of the, nonlinearity in
the relationship of the logarithm of price to numerical qualities such
as weight or horsepower.Usually the high-medium and high-priced
cars are priced somewhat higher than would be predicted just by ex-
trapolating the price-horsepower (or length or weight) relationship
from the lower price range.Allowing the cars having power steering,
power brakes, or automatic transmission as standard equipment, to
have separate constant terms, these cars "into line" and
reduces the possible bias in the estimated price-quality relationship
for the numerical qualities. -
5. AND QUALITY INDEXES FOR U.S.
A. HEDONIC PRICEINDEXESFOR THE SAMPLE AS A WHOLE
As we have noted already in our discussion of Table 4, the results.
presented t.here provide us with an estimate of the average price
chan°e that occurred between two periods in the list prices of auto-
mobil'es, holding all the specified qualities constant.This is com-
parable to the deflation of the change in the price of the average
car in the sample by a quality index with "average" rather than base
or end period weights. These "average" weights are derived from the
coefficients of the that provides the best fit simultaneously
power brakes variable is not included In the years when all (or almost all) the
models on which power steering Is "standard equipment" have also power brakes included
in their price.Note that in those years the estimated coefficient of power steering alone
equals approximately the sum of the two coefficients in the other years.184 GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS
to data for two years, a regression that imposes the same price-quality
relationship (slope) on both years, but allows them to differ in level.
The weights are used then to adjust for the change in the specifica-
tions of the average car in the sample thatoccurred between the
two i)eriods.
resulting price indexes are summarized in Table 5 and com-
pared to the Wholesale Price Index "Passenger Cars" component.
The comparison with the WF1 is more appropriate for two reasons.
First, it is the only one of the official indexes that covers all passen-
ger cars rather than just a few selected makes and models, and second,
it is based. on manufacturer prices to whose relationship to
the list prices used in this study has remainedapproximately constant
over time.__Unfortunately, the comparison is imperfect in the sense
that the WPI is a weighted index of car prices, with weights based
on the market shares of various makes (in some base period?), while
our list price index is an unweighted average of all makes and
models.18 Relative to the WPI, our index gives too much weight to
the high and medium priced ears.




























































I Percentagechange in the geometric average of all list prices In the sample.
'Computed from Table 4.
1From various BLS releases.For 1937 and 1950 models, price as of December of the previous year.For
1954 models, price as of January1954. For all subsequent model years, price as of November of the preceding
calendar year.
400mputed by multiplying all the estImated two-year price relatives.
If we disregard these reservations, or limit the to our
sample only, the results presented in Table 5 attest strongly to the
importance of "quality" change.About one-third of the pricechange
between 1937 and 1950 and almost all of the. price increase between
1954 and 1960 is attributable to changes in a few selected specifica-
tions.If we use a chain-link index for the 1954—60 period, adjusting
the 1954—55 price change by a quality index with average 1954—55
weights, adjusting the 1955—56 price change by a quality mde.x with
1956—5.7 weights, and so on, we actually èome to the conclusion that'
the average 1960 car in our sample was cheaper than the 1954 average
Dlffereut makes are weighted, In a. sense,, by the tiumber of models of each make
In the sample.This mitigates the problem somewhat, since the more popular
makes are likelyhave a larger number of models on the market1 but does not Solve It.GOVERNMENT PRICESTATISTICS 185
car,once some of the appropriate quality adjustments are made.If
we use average 1954—60 weights derived from the joint multiple re-
gression equation for all seven cross sections, we do indicate a small
price rise for the 1954—60 period (2.3 percent) but we cannot reject
the hypothesis that actually there was no real change in price over
the period as a whole.
B. QUALITY AND PRICE INDEXES FOR THE "LOWER PRICED ThREE."
Since two of the most important automobile price indexes (the
automobile components of the CPI and of the Prices Paid by Farmers
Index of the USDA) are based on prices for the "low priced three"
makes—Chevrolet, Ford, and Plymouth—it is of some interest to de-
velop quality and quality-adjusted price indexes that are restricted to
this particular An attempt will be made to approxi-
mate a quality index appropriate to the group of cars priced by the
CPI.Since it is imppssible,. from the published material alone, to
discover all the details of the pricing and specification procedure used
by the OPI, we cannot reproduce it exactly, adding only our quality
adjustments.2°In principle, however, our methods can be applied di-
rectly to the CPI data by the BLS allowino a more firm estimate of
the possible "quality bias 'in the index.
The specification and list price history of the "average" Chevrolet.,
Ford, and Plymouth in the sample is presented in Table 6.Some
attempt is made at weighting the different makes by including only
two Plymouth models in this sample versus three inodeis each for
























































































I Average (or 3 Chevrolets, 3 Fords, and 2 (the 2 lower priced series) Plymouth models, except in 11)37 and
1950.The 1937 sample consists of 2 Chevrolets, 2 Plymoutlis, arid 3 8-cylinder For(ls.The sample
consists of 4 Chevrolets, 2 Fords and 2 Plymouths.'Plio Fords in 1937 wpre included to raise the
sample size to approximately the same levelsin the subsequentyears.Since these S's (not V—B's) had a
lower list price than comparable 6's In 1937, theIr inclusion, if anything, will bias the quality indexes down-
ward.
2 ArithmetIc average.
The USDA also includes one Buick model.The CPI will probably tutroduec
"compact" cars Into Its calculations In the Fall of 11)60.
It is not clear which models within a make are being priced; what weights, If any,
are attached to each model and make; whether the index averages price relatives for each
model or make, or takes the relative of the average price of these models, and so forth.
See also the Appendix for additional discussion of the CPI.186 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
Chevrolet and Ford cars.Also, the specification and price history of
six-cylinder engine cars and V—8 engine cars is recorded separately.
Since the CPI switched over in 1956 from pricing six-cylinder cars
to pricing the V—S models of these same cars, we shall follow suit by
computing separate indexes for each type of car and• linking them at
1956.21
Table 7 presents some of the weights used in aggregating these
"qualities."It is immediately apparent that the computed quality
indexes will differ substantially depending on which set of weights is
used. To provide historical perspective, this table also records weights
derived by Court in his earlier study of the same problem. The
weights reproduced in this table and additional weights taken from
Table 4 are used in construcing the set of quality indexes :summarized
in Table 8.
TABLE. 7.—E8tlmated Weights or "Price8": Perccntage Change in the
Price of Cars a Unit Change in Selected "Qualitie8," in
Se'ected Years
Percentage change in price per—
Years
10-unit 100-pound One-Inch
change in change in change In
horsepower weight length 1
1930 to 1935' 5.5 5.7 0.31
1935 to 1937 5.3 5.8 .01
1937 to 19302 7.1 3.0 .13
1937* &7 3.9
1930(2)8 5.8 1.5 1.47
1950(1)3 3.6 1.1 1.92
19571 1.2 1.4 39
1950k 1.2 2.4 —.13
1.2 1.4 .15
1954 through .6 2.8 .23
I "IV'Ibaso length, 1935 through 1950 (2), overall length thereafter.
2 From Court, op. cit., p. 111.
3 From Table 3.
From Table 4.




























































I 1037 weIghts for the 1937—50 corn jvirison and 1050(1) weights for all the SUbseqUent cornl.)irisons.For
exaniple, the 1937—50 figure Is arrived at by inulitrilying the change In the average specifleations given in
Table 6, by the 1937 weIghts given in Table 7 and adding thcintogethcr 24.3).
3WeIghtsfrom 'l'abie 4, I.e., the 1954—55 comparIson uses average 1954—55 weIghts, awl so on.The figure
(or 1054—60 Is the pi'oiliict of all the paIred year comparisons.
3 W'cight..s (rem Table 4.
41950(2) for the 1937—50 comparisons and 1960 weIghts for the 1950—430 and 1954—60 comparIsons.
Derived by udditig 100 each to the first 2 rows, multiplying, and subtracting 100.
Alternatives to this linking procedure are discussed below.PRICE STATISTICS 187
Thequality indexes measurebowmuch higher the price of the
particular car (or the average price of a particular class of cars)
would have been, in the weight period, if its specifications had
changed by the same amount as they did between the two periods that
are being compared.Using beginning period weights, we find that
"quality per car" practically doubled since 1937, with most of the
increase occurring since 1950.Using end weights, the mdi-
cated increase is only about 37 percent, which is still quite substantial.
Using chain-link weights, or average 1954—60 weights, produces inter-
mediate results.Since the CPI is a Laspeyres based fixed weight
index, with the latest set of weights being based on the 1950 Con-
sumer Expenditure Survey, the "beginning period" weighted quality
index is the most appropriate deflator for it.From a theoretical
point of view, the chain-link index with its frequently changing
weights is probably the best single measure of quality change.
Before proceeding to "deflate" the CPI by our quality indexes we
have to convince ourselves that it is legitimate to do so.Since our
indexes were derived from list prices, we have first to compare the
CPI to an unadjusted list price index for the same makes and models.
Such a comparison is presented in the first two columns of Table 9.
It is apparent that the list prices and the CPI moved fairly closely
together until 1954.Since 1954 the CPI has risen much less than the
list prices of comparable cars (or the comparable WPI index, see
Table 5).It is not exactly clear how and why this happened, and the
problem is explored in greater detail in the Appendix.In part this
may be due to the BLS beginning to ask for discounts in 1954; in
part to absolute Or relative declines in transportation costs and the
cost of various attachments which were not included in the list prices.
Be this as it may, unless the recent divergence between list prices and
the CPI index is somehow associated with one or the other of our
piality dimensions, these indexes are still appropriate deflators for
the CPI. They would be inappropriate if either relative discounting
were associated with some of the quality dimensions, e.g., higher
TABLE 9.—The "Low Priced Three" (sixes to the 1956 Model Year, V—8'8 There-
alter): PerCentage Changes in Price—List Frwe8, the (JPI, and the (YPI
44justed for Quality Change
OH adjusted for quality change usin'
Years List pricesOPt un. ——
unadjustedIadjusted' BeginningAdjacent1954 throughEnd period
perIod year weights1960 weightsweights
weights
116.0 101.3 61.2 64.1 69.2
1950—60 58.5 31. 3 —18.4 10.6 14.1
1937—60 242.4 161.3 .80.6 91.3
1950—54 18.0 18.0 11.2 15.5 15.8
1.954—55 2.5 —1.7 —10.0 —8.0 —2.4
1955—56 . 5.4 —.9 —8.3 —3.7 —3.0
1956—51 9.9 5.1 —6.5 .3 1.0
1957—58 6.7 4.2 —10.9 .8 —.2
1959—60 .2 . .1 —.2 —.2 —1.9
1954—60 34.4 11.3 —26.6 —7.8 —4. 1 —1.0
IComputedfrom Table 7.
'From BLS Bulletin No. 1256 andvariousOPI releases.For 1937 and 1950 as of Marclj of the same
year; for 1954 as of January 1954; for subsequent years as of November of the preceding year.
a Computed by dividing the figures in the second column by the appropriate entry from Table 8 (adding
first 100 to each and subtracting 100 from the result).188 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
horsepower cars being discounted disproportionately, or if the CPI
had, m collectino its prices, linked out the particular horsepower,
weight, and increases we have used in constructing the quality
indexes.Since we have no reason to believe that either is true, de-
flation of the CPI by these indexes appears to be warranted.
The results of deflating the changes in the CPI by the appropriate
entries from Table 8 are, presented in Table 9.For the 1937—50 period
about a third of the price rise can be attributed to quality change no
matter which set of weights we use.23In the 1950-54 period the role
of quality change appears to have been minor, unless we weight it
by 1950 weights.All weights point to the conclusion that
automobile prices fell rather 'than rose during 1954_60.24Using be-
ginning period (1950) weights, 'the fall was around one-quarter.
Using end period (1960) weights, the fall was very small, indicatin.g
roughly no change in "real" automobile prices.For the 1937—60
period as a whole, quality change accounted for about one-third
(using end period weights) to about three-fourths (using beginning
period weights) of the recorded price change in the OPI.These re-
suits are quite tentative and subject to various limitations to be dis-
cussed below.Nevertheless, if we realize that we have only scratched
the surface as far as quality adjustments are concerned, considering
only a very limited and narrow class Of "qualities," the conclusion is
inescapable that the lack of adequate quality adjustments has resulted
in a very serious upward bias in the official automobile price
6. ADDITIONAL TESTS, LmIITATI0Ns AND (JONCLUSION8
A. THE EVIDENCE OF THE tISEDCAR .
Oneof the problems associated withuse of. list prices in this
study is the extent to which they may just represent pricing mistakes
by manufacturers at some point in, time. A manufacturer may over-
price or underprice a particular innovation and there is nothing in
our method that would catch it.Of course, if we had sales data
broken down by makes,models,and attachments, an appropriate
weighting of the original data. would go a long way toward the solu-
tion of this problem.In the meantime, however, we may want to
investigate the prices of these cars.The prices of used cars are not
Loosely speaking.Since the quailty; Index is detined multlpllcatively, there is no
unique way of decomposing a given price change into additive "quality" and "pure" price
change components.With 1937=100, the CPI Stood at 201 In 1950, the boginnlng period
weighted quality Index at 124, and the "adjusted" CPI at 161. The






The last procedure lends to the "one-third" statement In the text,On this problem
the note by H. S. Levine."A Small Problem In the Analysis of Growth" in Review of
Econom4c8 and StatistiC$, May 1960, pp.
If we had deflated the list prtce Index instead of the CPI, we would have shown some
price rise for the period with nil but the 1950 set of weights.
And in the CPI as a whole.Adjusting the overall CPI for qua.llty change In only
commodity—automobiles (applying 1050 quality weights to the 1950—60 changes In speci-
fications and wdng the 1950 weight of automobiles In the index —3.7 percent)results In
a reduction of the index from 125.6 (in Novembc'r 1959) to 123.7 (1947—49=106). Over 7
percent of the Increase In the CPI since 1947—49 may be due just to the changing quality.
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tied any more to the manufacturers' list prices and are set, presuin-
ably, more directly by the "market."
Since a used and a new car are not exactly the same commodity, we
should not expect a perfect agreement between estimates of "quality
prices" from these two different sets of data.In particular, as cars
age, one might expect that some of the "qualities" depreciate much
faster than others.Nevertheless, relatively "new" used cars should
be reasonably good substitutes for new cars and their prices should
reflect similar quality
Table 10 compares the results of using used prices instead of list
prices for selected cross sections.For the 1960 models the used
prices are for approximately 6-month-old cars.For the other cross
sections they are for a little over one-year-old cars.As can be seen
by comparing the coefficients of the "new" and "used" regressions re-
spectively, the difference between the two are relatively minor and
usually well withm the range of their respective standard errors.
Thus, the quality weights that could be derived from the regressions
using the prices of 1-year-old cars are roughly similar to those that
we obtain using new car (list) prices.28
10.—A Companson of Price-Quality Regre88ion Coefficients of New and
U8ec1Car81
Model year
1960 1959 1957 1054
Coefficients of
____________ _____________ ______________ _______ _____________________
UsedIn
NewUsedNewUsedNewUsedNew








V —.017—.011—.035—.030—.011—.011—.022 .024 .035 .049
(.010) (.021) (.015) (.020) (.010) (.012) (.015) (.015) (.015) (.020)




F .102 .094 .104 .077 .034 .001 .037 .091 .123 .145




950 .919 -934 .872 -966 .948 -828 .854 -854 -793
1Theresults differ from those presented in Table3 In two ways. First, theyexclude variables which turned
out to be in the particular years such as length or 'automatic transmissions." Second, they are
presented as computed, using logarithms to the base 10. To make them comparable to the results InTables
3 and 4, nIl the coefficients and standard errors should be divided by.0.4343 (logio e).
Theused prices In 1960 are taken from the July issue of the N.A.D.A. Used CarGuide.For all other
years they are taken from the issues of the Guide.
20 Thereare some minor dllfl'erences that foreshadow the results that would be found if
we were to use prices of 3-, 4-, 5-, and .6-year-old cars In our analysis.The relative price
of horsepower falls somewhat with age, while the coefficient of weight remains stable or
rises somewhat.The discount on V—S's turns to a premium with age.The premium on
"hardtops" rises.The "automatic transmission" premium depreciates very rapidly.In
general the results for 5-, 6-year-old used cars look quite different from those reported here.
They will be described elsewhere.190 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
B. RELIABILITY
One of the advantages of the approach outlined above is the possi-
bility of computing confidence intervals for the. quality indexes or the
quality adjusted price indexes.For each new combination of speci-
fications we can compute not only its predicted price in some base
period but also the "prediction interval," the probable range of the
error of prediction based on the goodness of the fit of the equation
and the distance of the new specifications from their mean values.
Since this computation is somewhat laborious and since time was
limited, no such calculations were actually performed.27Some in-
sight, however, into the possible magnitude ot such an interval can be
obtained by examining the standard error of regression (the standard
deviation of the residuals from the equation). The average error of
"prediction" for any oneparticularcar is quite large.It varies from
about 5 peicent in 1957 to about 8 percent in 1950 for single year cross
sections, from about 6 percent for the 1956—57 combined regression
to about 9 percent in the 1958—59 regression, and is about 8 percent
for the overall 1954 through 1960 regression.This figure is appli-
cablewe want to predict the price of a particular make and model.
We are interested, however, in predicting the a'veragepricefor the
three "low-priced" makes.In our case, this is an average of eight
models and the error of predicting an average goes down, approxi-
mately and under suitable conditions, as the square root of the number
of items. Thus, the average residual for this group of cars as a whole
is only about a third (V8=2.8) of the individual errors quoted above.
It would be even smaller if we had computed a weighted regression,
since the three "low-priced" makes would probably account for about
60 percent of the weights.
C. SHIFrING SUPPLY CONDITIONS AND TASTES
To the extent that shifting supply conditions or changing tastes
change the relative "price" of a particular quality we are to the
classical index number problem of changing weights. Not much can
be done about this in practice except to shorten the timespan of com-
parison, compute base and end period weighted indexes, and hope
that they are not too far apart.In our case, the more striking ex-
amples of such changes are the rapid decline in the "price" of horse-
power with the introduction of the V—8's and the fall in the "price"
of length.
The OPT in switching to the of V—8's in 1956 linked them
to the previously priced six-cylinder engine cars without allowing
the index to rise or fall asresult of this substitution, and we have
followed suit in the calculation of our indexes.If we use contem-
porary weights (e.g., for 155—56) this is about right. Our estimates
of the horsepower coeflicients are based on a sample that includes
V—8's and thus it is not surprising that the increase in horsepower
weighted by its coefficient comes close to the difference in. price.28 For
the "low-priced three," if we use the horsepower and weight difference
between the sixes and the V—8's in 1956 and weight them wifh 1955—56
Butthey present no problem, in principle.See A. Mood, to the Theory
of 1950, pp. 304—305, and G. C. Chow, "Tests of Equality Between Sets of
Coefficients In TwoLinearRegres&ons," Econometrica, July 1960, pp. 591—605.
V—S engine has usually 50 more horsepower units than a cOniparable "six" and costs
about $100 more.Since our horsepower coefficient during this period is around 1 percent
per 10 horsepower units, we would predict a 5-percent higher price.But 5 percent on a
$2,000 car Is $100.
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quality prices, we predict that comparable V—S's should cost about
6 percent more. Actually, they were only 5.5 percent more expensive.
Using the 1959 horsepower differences between these carsand1959—GO
weights we predict a 9-percent price differential against the observed
5 percent.29This agrees with our ending for the sample as a whole
that the V—8's were about 3 or more percent cheaper than would be
predicted from an extrapolation of the price-horsepower rel atioiiship
for six-cylinder engine cars.
The introduction of the V—8's represented a decline of a few per-
centage points in the "real" price of cars that is not caught by the
linking procedure. But this is only an "economies of scale" effect along
a given relationship, and does not represent the total possible contribu-
tion of the V—8 engine.In fact, the appearance of the V—8 on the
market in substantial quantities brought the who] e level of horsepower
"prices" down.Thus, if we were to value the V—8 at 1950 horse-
power "prices," when there were only a few V—8 engine cars in the
sample, we would estimate it to be a 15-percent "more car" (to have
a 15-percent higher "quality" index) as against oniy a 5-percent in-
crease in its price: The very fact of the rapid rise of the V—B to mar-
ket dominance would indicate that it was somewhat "underpriced"
relative to the sixes.This is also supported by the used car price-
quality regressions.In a large number of cases, the negative co-
efficient (discount) of the V—S variable observed for new car prices
turns into a positive coefficient (premium) once these cars get to the
used car market.
Another problemcreated by our use of proxy variables, of dimen-
sions that may not be desirable per Se, but which are correlated with
other, more difficult to measure, but basically more desired dimen-
sions.Weight, for example, is unlikely to be desired very much
for its own sake.Rather, it is a proxy for "size." The relationship
between price and weight may involve, however, other things besides
"size," and the relationship between weight and the underlying de-
sired characteristics may change over time. Our weight coefficients
are derived on the basis of the difference in price between the cheap
and the expensive cars, but the "large" cars may be expensive for
reasons other than. just "size." We have tried to control this by intro-
ducing a variety of dummy variables such as power steering and auto-
matic transmissions which are standard equipment on the more ex-
pensive cars.3°This prevents these cars from exerting an undue
influence on the price-weight relationship for the sample as a whole.
Alternatively, wecould have computed separate estimates for different
groups of cars; for example, the "low," "medium," and "high" priced
cars.Still another approach- would have been to estimate "compar-
Thisbrings .out an additional problem associated with the linking procedure.The
additional cost of a V—S engine has remained approximately constant at $100 while the
absolute price of,cars Increased.Thus a price Index based. on six-cylinder engine cars
would rise somewhat faster than the V—S based index.The inclusion of attachments In
the pricing procedure may lead to an underestimate of the price rise of the attachmentiess
car if, as appears to have happened recently, attachment prices do not rise as much as
the price of the "basic" unit or at all.To the extent that a substantial fraction of cars
is bought without them, this could bia.s the index.
Thisone reason why these estimated coefficients should not be used directly In esti-
mating the "value" of a particular attachment.We know that power steering and brakes
come to about $130, which Is far from the 20-percent or so increase in price indicated by
their coefficients.The main purpose of these variables Is not to estimate the price of these
attachments, which we know but to reduce the possible bias in our slope estimates for the
numerical qualities by allowing groups of cars to difrer in the position or inter-
cept of these slopes.
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able" prices for. different models by subtracting from the more ex-
pensive cars the estimated "value" of most of the attachments and
features not available on the lower priced cars.Since many of these
are listed as "extras" for other cars, one could probably go some
distance in "standardizing" prices.
The basic method would of course be seriously compromised if the
relationship between any one of the measured dimensions and the
more basic "real" qualities were to change from one period to the
next. For example, suppose all cars were, after a given date, made
of an aluminum alloy which halved their weight, but absolute and
relative prices did not change. This change in weight would increase
the apparent price of weight and reduce its level per car while in fact
nothing may have happened except for a change in units of measure-
ment. If we did not know what had happened, we would have mis-
taken this weight change for a quality change. But in practice this
should not present an insuperable problem. We usually know enough
about what is happening in a particular market and to a particular
product to be able to make some adjustments for it.More important,
such changes are unlikely to be sudden and all.inclusive. Aluminum
cars will probably sell for several years together with more "old-
fashioned" cars, and we shall be able, by the use of dummy variables
or other techniques, to detect the difference between these cars and
build it into our equations.31
0. SUOGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH AND CONCLUSIONS
It is obvious that our investigation is only illustrative of a prom-
ising line of attack on the quality change problem. There are more
than just a half-dozen dimensions to an automobile and they may
not interact in any simple linear fashion.32 Further work along these
lines would include the introduct.ion and testing of a number of addi-
tional "qualities"; an examination of the residuals from the various
price-quality regressions which could reveal overlooked variables or
nonlinearities; use of weighted regressions, where different cars would
be weighted according to their importance in the market; division of
the sample into separate subgroups to test hypotheses about the
linearity of the various price-quality relationships; use of actual
transaction prices instead of list prices in the analysis; and the exten-
sion of this type of analysis to a variety of other commodities such as
trucks, refrigerators, and cameras.33
Continuous studies of the present type by the price collecting agen-
cies, should prove of great value.First, they would eventually per-
fect the method enough so that it could be usedroutinely in the com-
putation of the official indexes.Second, they would provide them
with much more information on the various dimensions of a com-
modity, allow the use ofa more sophisticated linking procedure, and
isolate the qualities or dimensions which appear to be most important.
Third, the availability of such information is also likely to lead to a
more useful specification of commodities for price collection purposes.
The next few years will provide a good test of this assertion.One of the 196.1 model
year cars is already using an aluminum block engitie.
32 evidenceon how complicated a machine an automobile reaflyand for the many
changes that actually occurred in It since the 1930's, see the history of the Plymouth and
Its specifications summarized In Admini8tered Price8.Hearings before the Subcommittee
on Anti-Trust and Monopoly, U.S. Senate, 85th Congress, 2nd sessIon, Part 7: Appendix,
3655—85 and 3734—49.
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Andfinally, such studies, if done for a wide enough range of com-
modities, could provide an estimate of the probable upward drift of
the price indexes due to their inability to control adequately for
many of the constantly occurring quality changes.
APPENDIX
Omcrax,1 PRICEINDEXES
There are three official automobile price indexes: The "new auto-
mobiles" component of the OPT, the "passenger cars" component of the
WPI, and the automobile component of the Prices Paid Index of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.The CPI new automobile price
index is a retail price index for Chevrolet, Ford, and Plymouth sedans
with V—8 engines (sixes before 1956 except Ford), automatic trans-
missions (since 1956), and other minor items such as extra trim, radio
and heater, gasoline and antifreeze. The WPI is a wholesale (man-
ufacturer to dealer) index of car prices, presumably covering all or
most makes and models weighted by some base period production.
The Agricultural Marketing Service index, which is not published
separately, is based on a mail survey of prices paid by farmers for
six-cylinder Chevrolets, Fords, and Plymouths, and for V—SChevro-
lets, Fords, Plymouths, and Buicks.Average prices paid for six-
cylinder cars and for V—S's are published separately each quarter in
AgriculturaZ Prices.Again, it is not clear how the different makes
and models are weighted, and what weights are used in aggregating
state data into national averages.
Of the three indexes, the AMS stands alone in not specifying exactly
what attachments are included in the model being priced.The CPI
explicitly deals with the items that are being priced with the car,
and adjusts for changes in "extras."The WPI presumably prices
the "standard equipment" car and adjusts for major changes in what
is being considered as standard.The AMS, however, has collected
prices paid by farmers for specified models and makes "together with
the usual equipment bought by farmers."It has tried to control for
some aspects of size by comparing similar "price lines" of each make
in different years, and has priced V—8's and sixes separately, but its
failure to specify other attachments allows the index to drift upward
as the result of farmers' shifting to the purchase of more heavily
cars, cars that include radios and heaters, automatic trans-
missions, power steering and brakes, and other extras. That this drift
is serious is indicated by the fact that the difference between the aver-
age six- and eight-cylinder car priced by the AMS which stood at
$200 in 1947—49 increased to $660 by November 1959.Since, the price
of V—8's and Buicks probably did not increase as much, percentage-
wise, as the price of the "low-priced-three" sixes, most of this increase
must be due to the increasing number of attachments bought with the
more expensive cars.
Percentage changes in these indexes are tabulated in Table 11 for
selected periods and are compared to changes in a list price index of
the "low-priced-three" makes.Note that in almost all of the coin-
parisons, the AMS prices rise more than all the other indexes, includ-
ing the list price one. This is another indication of the upward drift194 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
TABLE 11.—A Corn parison of OfficiaZ Incieces and Li8t Prices for U.S. Cars:
Percentage Change, Se'ected Periods
Period
.








January 1954 to November 1954
November 1954 to November 1955
November 1955 to November 195fi
November to November 1957
November 1957 to November 1958
November 1958 to November 1959
January1954 to November 1959
1947—49 to November 1959 (1960 models) -- -

















































Sixes before November 1955, V—S's thereafter; the V—S's include Buick Special in addition to the "low
priced three."From various issues of Prices.The 1937—50 comparison is based on an unpub.
lished Index used to deflate farmers' expenditures on automobiles.
4FromTable 7: The "low priced three."'I'he model year is assumed to start in November of the pre-
vious calendar year.
5Adjustinglist prices for differences in minor equipment items included In the price, such as directional
signals and electric clocks, based on data from Administered Prices, op. cii., pp. 3548—9, 3622—6, and 3730—3.
Also, including automatic transmissions In the list prices as of 1956.
7.Tanuary 1954 to January 1955.
'January 1955 to November 1955.
Beginning with 1950 models.
in the AMS index as theresultof its relatively loose specification
policy.Looking at the other indexes, we note that the movements to
1954 are roughly similar, with the WPI rising somewhat less than the
CPI and the list price index.The main divergence between these in-
dexes comes in the 1954—58 model year period, with the CPI rising
substantially less than either the 1,'VPI or list prices.It is not too
surprising that the WPI rose less than the list price index for the
lower priced makes.About half of its weight is given to medium
and higher priced cars which have risen less percentagewise than the
lower priced makes.34 The sharp divergence between the CPI and
list prices during 1954—58is, however, surprising and requires
explanation.
A reconciliation of the two series is seriously hampered by the lack
of a detailed description of how the CPI is actually computed. There
is no published information on whether the index is a ratio of the
average price for these makes or an average of their price relatives;
what weights, if any, are used in averaging the price data for different
makes and models; which models of a given make are priced in
a particular year and to what models they are compared in
the previous year; and what quality changes were 'linked-in" or
"out," and when and how.35 The list price index was constructed in
such a way as to approximate the CPI It differs from the
34 1954and 1958 the prices of Buicks, Pontlacs, Mercurys, and Dodges advanced
relatively less (about 15 percent) than the prices of• Chevrolets, Fords, and Plyxnouths
(which rose 23 Compare also with Table 5.
Many of these problems could have been settled by a consultation with BLS personnel
and an examination of theirrecords.Unfortunately,previous commitments, dead-
lines, and distance prevented this from being accomplished In time.
rt from the CPI In that before 1956 ft prices only six-cylinder engine cars
(except In 1937) 'whereas the CPI priced elght.cyllnder Fords throughout, and in aot
Including automatic transmissions In Its price which the CPI has done since 1956.GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISPIOS 195
CPI in that it does not adjust for changes in minor equipment items,
it does not include transportation costs, state and 1ocal taxes, and
minor accessories sold with the car, and it does not allow for changes
in the discount from list prices.
It is possible to adjust the list prices for some of the minor equip-
ment changes using more detailed price data presented in the
Kefauver Hearings.31This reduce the rise in list prices some-
what (see the last column of Table 10), but it still leaves a very sub-
stantial difference between the CPI and list prices (or the WPI)
unexplained.Some of this difference could be due to the inclusion
in the CPI of various "trim" items, transportation costs, and taxes,
which may have remained constant or risen less than the price of the
"basic" (stripped) car.Still it could not explain it all—the actual
difference is too large for that.
Another source of this difference could lie in the fact that the CPJ
started in 1954 to collect data on discounts offered by retailers.But
even this is unlikely to explain much of the difference between the
two series.Assume that before 1954 the CPI did not include dis-
counts, that it does so since 1954, and that no linking was done to
account for this. We know that list prices went up by about a third
during 1954—60, that the spread between the price to the dealer and
the list price remained at approximately the same percentage level
(24 per cent) throughout the period, and that during the same period
the CPI rose only 11 per cent.Consider the following arithmetic
example: A representative car cost $1,350 wholesale in 1954, listed for
$1,800 at retail, with the dealer's margin being $450. No discount
was given in 1054. The same type of car lists for $2,400 in 1960 (a
rise of 33 per cent) and costs the dealer $1,800.If the actual retail
price had risen only 11 per cent, to $1,998, the dealer's return would
have dropped from $450to$198 per car, or from a 25 to an 8 per cent
margin. This seems to be too bi° a drop in the return to dealers in a
period of rising prices to be
An additional explanation for this divergence has been suggested
by John M. Blair, who was also puzzled by He has argued that
since the BLS agent first asks for the list price and then separately
for the magnitude of the discount the difference between the two may
not equal the actual price charged.It is said to have been common
practice during 1955—58 for dealers to "pack the price," i.e., to quote
a discount that was not calculated from the list price but from some
higher figure. Subtracting this "unrealistic" discount figure from the
list price would lead to a dOwnward bias in the estimated price ac-
tuallypaid by consumers.But thisshould beatransitory
phenomenon. Once eliminated, as it apparently has been in the most
recent years, it should have led to a comparably higher rise in the
CPI. This has not happened.
The final possibility is that the CPI has been much more thorough
in its quality adjustments than is reflected in the published literature.
That is, it could have been argued in some year, for example, that
"this year's cheapest Ford model is equivnlent in size, trim, and horse-
power to last year's medium-priced Ford." The only detailed de-
3lAdntinistered PrLoe&
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scription of automobile prices in the OPT suggests this possibility by
saying:
the automobile retail price indexes have been designed
to measure solely the trend of prices paid by city workers for
automobiles of as nearly fixed quality as possible ...There-
fore, prices are collected for automobiles which are regarded
as most nearly equivaJent to the cars priced in the preceding
year.39
But then the next sentence reduces the probability of this by stating:
Equivalent quality of new cars has been assured to a great
extent by specifying as a basis of pricing the same make and
body style, the sameorequivalent price series, and the same
number of cylinders as the car which was priced in the
preceding year.[Emphasis supplied.]
Thus, it appears quite unlikely that the OPT has linked out the type
of horsepower, weight, and length changes used in constructing our
quality indexes.If this is true, then it is quite probable that for
some unknown reason, the OPT underestimated the rise in new car
prices (given its own definition) between 1954 and 1958.
'°"AutomobilePrices in the Consumer Price Index," MontMy Labor November
1955, p. 5.